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   ABSTRACT     Video delivery to the end users can be done by multi-bitrate streams. A high end server may receive 
simultaneous multiple requests from different sources to avail the video stream. These requests can be partitioned into 
two ways:  1) What is the requested resolution? 2) What should be the frame rate of the requested video? The requested 
server may identify the requests and deliver accordingly.  In order to deliver/match the requirements of the client 
requests server must be able to generate the multiple versions of the same video stream. H.264 or MPEG 4 – part 10 
advance video codec is used to generate different qualities of streams. AVC encodes single video to multiple steams with 
outstanding performance gain. This article focuses on the methods / techniques of generation of h.264 multi-bitrate 
streams in order to comply with client request. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In today’s era, there are different end-user devices are available like tablets, mobile phones and 

desktop systems. In multi-bit rate video delivery, a high quality video gets encoded into multiple resolutions 
with different frame rates and bit rates. The client media player can request appropriate streams according 
to his/her network bandwidth.  The main challenge in this environment is to set up encoder video 
parameters in order to achieve best quality video to the end user devices. Therefore this paper focuses on 
video quality in multi-bit rate environment. 
 

H.264- Advanced Video Codec 
Due to best network properties and reliable coding efficiency, H.264 is considered as best stream 

coding standard. H.264 or MPEG-4 Part 10, Advanced Video Coding (MPEG-4 AVC) is a block-
oriented motion-compensation-based video compression standard. It is called motion compensation based 
video standard because it produces the prediction between consecutive frames and this prediction is 
improved by compensating differences between frames [1]. As of 2014 it is one of the most commonly used 
formats for the recording, compression, and distribution of video content [2]. H.264 is capable of 
transmitting videos at lower bit rates providing best quality. The intent is to transfer streams to variety of 
application with high/low bit-rates and high/low resolutions.  It is widely used in all kinds of network video 
transmission. 

In H.264, frame of video is encoded to generate a coded picture [1]. A coded frame has a frame 
number and each frame has a picture order count which is required at the decoder side to decode the 
stream in order. Motion compensation based reference pictures are used to generate preceding pictures. 
Each code picture consists of number of macroblocks. These macroblocks are arranged in slices, where a 
slice is a set of macroblocks.  An I slice may contain only I macroblock types, a P slice may contain P and I 
macroblock types and a B slice may contain B and I macroblock types. I macroblocks are predicted using 
intra prediction from decoded samples in the current slice. P and B macroblocks are predicted using inter 
prediction from reference picture(s).  

H.264 supports seven profiles [3], set of encoding and decoding tools parameters. The simplest 
profile is baseline profile, and it is supported by mostly all decoders. Real time applications like video 
conferencing which requires running encoder /decoder promptly use baseline profile. The main 
profile includes support for interlaced video, inter-coding using B-slices, inter coding using weighted 
prediction. It is mostly used for basic SD TV broadcasting. The extended profile extends the baseline profile 
with several error resilience techniques so it is superset of baseline profile. It is intended to target the 
streaming video. It achieves higher compression with higher complexity. The high profile is a superset of 
the main profile. The high profile offers a higher compression ratio than the others, at a slightly increased 
implementation complexity and computation cost. It is widely used to capture High Definition videos on 
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Blu-ray discs and It can be also useful in HDTV Broadcast. The other profiles are High 10 Profile, High 4:2:2 
Profile (Hi422P) and High 4:4:4 Predictive Profile (Hi444PP). 
 

Multi-Bitrate Stream 
 As video contains much more compared to data i.e. composed of many more elements, it requires a 
lot to understand. A video format such as MP4 is made of audio, video and captions if available. MP4 is itself 
container for holding h.264 video and Advance Audio Codec audio using different Moving Picture Expert 
Group Standards.  

Figure 1 describes the architecture of generation and transmission of multi-bitrate stream from 
input video stream or source stream. Multi-bit rate video streams are destined for all types of users 
including mobile users, laptop users and many more. First of all, input video is processed by encoder. Input 
video stream from camera is in raw format. In order to achieve transmission efficiency, the recorded video 
stream must be encoded. The encoder does the encoding process by using different presets, frame rates and 
generates different quality of video streams of different frame rates. Here I have mentioned three different 
quality streams: 480*360, 640*480 & 1280*720.  

Output of the encoder is given to SMIL file. SMIL file is Synchronized Multimedia Integration 
Language.  It is used to prepare presentations and slideshows. This file includes contains reference to the 
different quality streams which were produced during encoding process.  The SMIL will be of xml or html. 
So end users can access across the globe after publishing. The end user can switch to any of the quality 
stream of same content. 
 

Why multi-bitrate streaming is extremely important? 
In the last decade, people across the globe watch video from different geographic regions on 

divergent devices. Users may watch either on optical connection with smart TV or 2G network connection 
on smartphone or on a rural Digital Subscribes Internet Line on older computer. 

To increase the size of audience, you need to address as many as users available on the internet. In 
other words you need to provide a viewable stream in multiple qualities. A HD quality video should be 
delivered to the end user with high speed internet. Users with poor bandwidth should also be able to play 
the video smoothly even if quality of the video degrades. 

The main objective of the multi-bitrate streaming each and every end user should be delivered 
video stream that is watchable, does not lag or buffer and plays smoothly. 
 

Generation of Multi-Bitrate streams 
Multi-bit rate video is also referred as scalable video coding (SVC). SVC [6] provides features to 

represent stream in different formats by selecting valid sub-stream. SVC is composed of layers: a base layer 
lowest representation and one or more layer to increase the quality. Base layer is completely decodable 
while other representation of streams are used for enhancement of video quality. It allows multiple 
Operation Points (OP) within the same sub stream. This OP is referred as a valid sub-stream at certain 
Quality [7]. In order to achieve multiple OPs we encode quality layers with a reduced number layers and 
select a sub-stream of the original data by additionally selecting smaller parts of a layer, also known as 
temporal levels in SVC[8]. Following this section describes generation of multiple bit-rate streams using 
FFMPEG. 

 
Fig 1: Architecture of Multi-Bitrate Generation and Transmission 
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FFMPEG 
FFMPEG[12] is a very fast video and audio converter tool that can grab audio and video from a live source. It 
converts between arbitrary sample rates and resize video. It reads from an arbitrary number of input files 
specified by the -i option, and writes to an arbitrary number of output files, which are specified by a plain 
output filename. Each input or output file can contain number of streams of different types. The allowed 
number and types of streams may be limited by the format of the container. Output of which stream go to 
which file is either done automatically or by specifying-map options.  

To refer to input files in options, there indices are 0-based. means o refers to the file 1 and so on. 
Similarly, streams within a file are referred to by their indices. For example 3:4 refers to the fifth stream in 
the fourth input file. Options are applied to the file which is specified next to that option. So this the reason, 
order is important, and it is also possible that the same option is applied to multiple times. Some of the 
examples of encoding are shown as below:  
To set the video bitrate of the output file to 64 kbit/s:   

ffmpeg -i input.avi -b:v 64k -bufsize 64k output.avi 
To force the frame rate of the output file to 24 fps: 

ffmpeg -i input.avi -r 24 output.avi 
To force the frame rate of the input file to 1 fps and the frame rate of the output file to 24 fps:  

ffmpeg -r 1 -i input.m2v -r 24 output.avi 
To encode video with FFMPEG in MPEG 4 AVC/h.264: 

ffmpeg -i INPUTFIle -r 24 -b 1200k –s 640×360 -c:v libx264 -g 350 --acodec libfaac -ar 44100 -ab 96k -y 
OUTPUT.mp4 

Different Parameters Explanation: 
-i: Input file 
-r: Framerate of video 
-b: a target bitrate 
-s: Resize video into 640*360 
-c:v: Video Codec to be used for encoding 
-g: Group of Pictures Size 
-acodec: Encoding used for audio 
-ar: audio sampling frequency 
-ab: audio bitrate 
-y: write the output file 
 
Generating multiple outputs using FFMPEG 
To generate video with standard definition and video quality of 640*360 with 24 frames per second, target 
bit rate of 1Mb, with h.264 video codec and Advance audio codec with audio bitrate of 96k and sampling 
frequency is set to 44100: 

ffmpeg -i inputfile-r 24 -b 1200k –s 640×360 -c:v libx264  --acodec libfaac -ar 44100 -ab 96k 
OutputFile640*360.mp4 

Same way we can generate video with quality of resolution 720*480. To generate high definition video with 
1280*720 resolution and same parameters: 

ffmpeg -i inputfile-r 24 -b 1200k –s 720*480 -c:v libx264  --acodec libfaac -ar 44100 -ab 96k 
OutputFile720*480.mp4 

ffmpeg -i inputfile-r 24 -b 1200k –s 1280*720 -c:v libx264  --acodec libfaac -ar 44100 -ab 96k 
OutputFile1280*720.mp4 

 
Fig 2: Output of Multi-bitrate stream 
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 After creating multiple outputs of the same stream, playlist file will be created. Playlist will be 
useful for switching to different qualities of video. Playlist is embedded into normal web page for 
transmission. Below figure depicts the output of h.264 multi-bitrate video stream. 

Multiple representation of the same stream has been created from single stream to produce above 
output. Here two qualities of the same stream are created. Viewer can change quality level according to his / 
her internet connection.  

 
Conclusion 
Multi-bitrate streaming is most crucial aspect in internet video arena which gives viewer an advantage to 
switch according to his bandwidth and network condition. This paper describes the working architecture of 
multi-bitrate streaming. We have specified the importance of multi bitrate video in streaming environment. 
We have also described the MPEG 4 Part 10 advance video codec. Mpeg 4 AVC generally referred as h.264 is 
used to encode the video streams with different parameters. Multi bitrate streams provide flexibility to end 
users while providing smooth video quality. The paper also described how to generate multi-bitrate 
streams and transmit them across the globe. 
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